Developing
Speech, Language and
Communication Skills
De
is
Everybody’s Business!

Jointly designed by Solihull Health and Education. Thanks to the following schools: Bentley Heath Church of England School,, Bishop
Wilson Church of England School, Valley Additionally Resourced Centre, Bishop Wilson Additionally Resourced Centre, Fordbridge
Primary, Windy Arbor Primary, Kingshurst Primary.

What is the Communication Friendly Audit and Toolkit?
It is universally recognised that Speech, Language and Communication is the foundation
for success in all areas of learning and well being.

This Audit and Toolkit document was jointly compiled by Educational
Practitioners and Speech and Language Therapists within Solihull to support
professionals to develop Speech, Language and Communication through a
Communication Friendly Environment.
A Communication Friendly Environment will: Make communication as easy, effective and enjoyable as possible.
 Provide opportunities for everyone to talk, listen, understand and take
part.
 Support the development of all children’s communication skills and
includes features which will be particularly beneficial for children and
young people with Speech, Language and Communication Needs (SLCN).
 Remove barriers to communication.
 Support learning, social and emotional development.
How to use the Communication Friendly Audit and Toolkit.
The Audit is broken down into sections to help identify areas for further
development which can be transferred into the School Action Plan, learning
walks, inset, teacher observations etc.
Each section contains relevant outcomes for the four key areas, enabling all
practitioners to gain a better understanding of what is hoped to be achieved by
using this Audit.
The Audit is a flexible, online document which contains ideas and suggestions,
for each key area, but it is hoped that settings will use and adapt this
creatively to best meet the needs of their children and young people.
The ‘Toolkit’ part of the Audit in section 4 – ‘Speaking and Listening Strategies’
is to enable practitioners to access strategies and resources which can be used
by settings to share ‘What works’ and will be updated on a regular basis on the
Local Offer.
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The 4 Key Speaking and Listening Outcomes for ALL Children
.
1. Leadership and Management
There is a universal approach to developing staff’s understanding and delivery of
Speech, Language and Communication in all Settings within Solihull.
 A ‘Communication Lead’ is identified in all Settings.
 Speech and Language is incorporated into curriculum planning and systems put into place for
delivering SLCN targets, monitoring and tracking progress.
 The Setting has an identified budget for Speech, Language and Communication resources
and a CPD programme that includes all staff, governors and parents which might include
school inset/training.
2. Whole school environment
Quality, Speech, Language and Communication is embraced and considered by all.
 Processes ensure that staff work collaboratively with colleagues, external professionals and
parents.
 The environment supports communication through visual support systems which are matched
to children’s needs and developmental stage.
 Talk and communication is considered in all activities both structured and unstructured,
across the day.
 Parents/carers and visitors are included within the ‘Whole School Communication Policy’
taking into consideration and celebrating all home languages.
3. Classroom environment
Structured teaching and considered resources enable children to fully develop their oral
communication skills so enriching their life opportunities.
 Displays, seating arrangements, resources, routines etc scaffold talk
 A safe, stimulating and engaging oral learning environment is created in which children thrive
as confident communicators
 All adults confidently use a range of strategies to develop talk
 All adults offer a language rich environment.
4.Speaking and Listening Strategies and Toolkit
It is universally recognised that Speech, Language and Communication is the foundation
for success in all areas of learning and well being.
 Principles underpinning quality first teaching of talk are understood, prioritised and
implemented by all staff.
 There is a setting-wide approach to teaching speaking, listening and vocabulary and
supporting children to seek clarification.
 Staff use appropriate differentiation strategies and resources to support speaking and
listening
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1. Leadership and Management Audit
There is a universal approach to developing Speech, Language and Communication.
 A ‘Communication Lead’ is identified.
 Speech and Language is incorporated into curriculum planning and systems put into place
for delivering SLCN targets, monitoring and tracking progress.
 The Setting has an identified budget for Speech, Language and Communication resources
 The Setting has a CPD programme that includes all staff, governors and parents which
might include school inset/training.
What could you see?
1. School Policy documents for Speaking
and Listening
2. Communication Lead Role set up
o A Communication Lead (CL) role in
place.
o Communication Lead: roles and
responsibilities clearly identified
o Whole school aware of role
o CL attends termly collaborative
workshops.
Opportunities given for specific training
3. Speech, Language and Communication
development/training for staff, children
and parents
o reflected in Whole school plan
o school training events/insets
o SLCF/IDP
4.Staff meetings highlighting importance
of Speech, Language and Communication

Comments/examples/action

Dates:

5.Equal opportunities for all children to be
screened for Receptive Language
Difficulties from FS2 onwards:
o Language Link
o Well Comm
o Language Land
o Communication Trust – What Works
6.Learning walks with SLC focus

7. Budget for training and resources

8. Link to Performance Management –
CPD.
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2.Whole School Environment Audit
Quality communication is embraced and considered by all.
 Staff work collaboratively with colleagues, external professionals and parents to
communicate information regarding medical issues, diagnosis, reports etc
 Communication supported within whole setting.
 Talk and communication is considered during both structured and unstructured times of the
day.
 Parents, Carers and visitors are included within the ‘Whole School Communication Policy’
What could you see?
Examples/Comments/Further action
o Ownership of school recognising importance
of sharing information to all professionals.
o SLT/SISS info emailed and shared to all
professionals and parents.
o Information
transitions

shared

through

quality

o Pupil plan reviews

o Learning walks

o Consideration given to differentiation of
day/curriculum etc
o Staff photo board
o Labelling of rooms and
resources with agreed font

whole

school

o Visual support used in assemblies, parent
meetings/insets
o Looping of hearing aids
o Makaton/gestures

o Comfortable furniture
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o Dinner menu available (in picture form for
younger pupils)
o Playground
written

scripts

given/social

stories

o Lunch time clubs and after school clubs
communicated with
o Noise level considered throughout school

o Quiet rooms available

o Letters /letter audit

o Text/emails sent as reminders

o Communication books to support child’s
communication
o Telephone calls
o Parents included in discussions as regards
next steps with child
o Parent training
o Parent
support
mornings

groups/drop

in/coffee

o Dinner Supervisors given training
re Communication
o Dinner Supervisors communicated to re
Children’s needs.
o Outside Teacher’s aware of children’s
needs/routines/events etc
o Reference to AET Sensory Audit.
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3.Classroom Environment Audit
Oral communication skills are prioritised so enriching all children’s life opportunities.
 Displays, seating arrangements, resources and routines scaffold talk
 A safe, stimulating and engaging oral learning environment is created in which children
thrive as confident communicators
 All adults confidently use a range of strategies to develop speaking and listening
 All adults offer a language rich environment.
What could you see:
o Quality speaking and listening
strategies by all.

Evidence/examples

o Setting arranged to promote
conversation

o Quiet areas created

o Consideration of noises from
toilets/corridors impacting on
children’s attention and listening
o Calm environment provided –
consideration given to bright
colours
o Use of materials, displays and
drapes to dull sound

o Comfortable chairs/seating to
encourage listening

o Use of listening/movement breaks
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o Expectation that all children will
listen

o Use of good looking and listening
cue cards

o Visual timetable for all

o Display key vocabulary

o Recording frameworks

o Structured conversations to
develop vocabulary and oral
language
o Communication
books/planners/homework diaries

o Time given for informal
conversations

o Reference to AET Sensory Audit
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Universal SLCN Strategies

o Make speaking and listening priority.
o Use Good Learning Behaviours:
 good listening, good looking, good sitting, good thinking.
o Display and use a visual timetable.
o Model good conversations.
o Emphasise key words and be consistent with your use of language.
o Use concrete examples, gestures and visual cues to teach and
differentiate new vocabulary and concepts.
o Use technology/media/ICT to record for evidence.
o Use talk buddies.
o Limit the amount of ‘talk’ that you give.
o Chunk information.
o Understand that children need listening breaks.
o Give structured opportunities for children to question, reason, give
opinions, define, explain, debate, explain their feelings, recall events.
o Respect, value and share all contributions and repeat what a child says so
that all children can hear each other’s contributions.
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Targeted SLCN Strategies.
o Use child’s name and wait for eye contact
o Specifically teach the different elements of language e.g. questions,
prepositions, grammar, concepts, negatives, function words, verbs, nouns
etc. Use a colour coded approach.
o Use visual task boards.
o Pre-tutor and teach vocabulary through a ‘STAR’ approach or a ‘Word
Web’.
o Use question cue cards.
o Initially repeat using the same words, then differentiate further if not
understood – follow this process.
 Wait up to 10 seconds for a child to respond.
 Repeat – using exactly the same words.
 Wait for 10 seconds.
 Repeat using the same words and explain further.
o Differentiate level of vocabulary and questioning
o If a child is hard to understand, repeat back what you have understood
and allow the child to fill in the gaps or ask them to show you what they
mean.
o If a child is dysfluent (stammering) let them finish what they want to say
and avoid interrupting.
o If children are struggling to find a particular word, encourage them to
talk around it.
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Promoting Talking:
 10 Top Tips Poster – Communication Trust:
https://www.thecommunicationtrust.org.uk/resources/resources/re
sources-for-parents/top-tips-leaflet/
 Primary and Secondary milestone talking posters:
 www.talkingpoint.org.uk
 Any games, play and social interaction
 Use of digital photos, films, media
 P4C approach – picture used to generate questions
 Recording cards, recording tins, whisper phones (TTS)
 Recording Apps: Voice Recorder Pro, Talking dogs/animals
 “SPEAK” App by Queensland Gov
 Talking into writing through ICT – Clicker 7, Dragon Speak
 Role play, small play, lego
 Talking frames
 Drama, Hot seating games
 Plays
 Stories, books and rhymes
Talk Partners:
Useful Booklet from:
www.lancsngfl.ac.uk/curriculum/assessment/download
Creating an Inclusive Classroom: The Big Link; Communication
Trust:
www.thecommunicationtrust.org.uk/media/600987/ite_resource_3.p
df
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Good Learning Behaviours:

 Twinkl resources- requires a subscription
 Language Link resources from website
 Communicate in Print ICT Package
 Worcester Speech and Language website: www.hacw.nhs.uk
 Time To Talk – LDA
 Pinterest
 Active Listening for Active Learning – Maggie Johnson
Task Boards:
 Twinkl
 www.happylearners.info/taskboards.html
 www.communication4all.co.uk
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Conversation Starters and Scripts:

Worcestershire resources – www.hacw.nhs.uk/our-services/speechlanguage-therapy/childrens/resources
 Conversation starters
 Topic maintenance
 Dinner-time conversation starters
 Conversation keepy uppie
Social Scripts/Stories
 Socially Speaking – LDA
 pinterest:
www.pinterest.co.uk/AutismEducation/free-social_stories/
Teaching Grammatical Skills:
 Colourful Semantics
 Language Link resources
 Blacksheep Press Resources
 Humber SLT Website
 Twinkl
 Pie Corbett Approach
 ‘‘Talk For Writing’
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Teaching Vocabulary
 Vocabulary mats found on Twinkl,
Grammarsaurus App, Communication4all
 Communication Trust Evidence Base – What Works
 Vocabulary Dictionaries
 Pre-Tutoring
 Hanging Vocabulary Posters
 Games such as: Pictionary, Scrabble, Boggle,
Upwords, Wordladder, Scattergories, Hangman,
Taboo, Headbands, I’m thinking of…. etc
 STAR Approach – Word Aware – Stephen Parsons;
http://thinkingtalking.co.uk/
 ‘Goldilocks Approach’ – differentiate 3 ways
 Vocabulary Mat to teach nouns/objects
 Categorisation
 Memory games
 Makaton, Sign Along, gestures etc
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Other Speech and Language Resources:
Communication Trust
Afasic
 Communication Trust Booklet for NQTs
https://www.thecommunicationtrust.org.uk/resources/resourc
es/resources-for-practitioners/lets-talk-about-it/
 Processing information:
www.understood.org/en/school-learning


Communicating the Curriculum is a practical resource which
will help primary schools to define and monitor children's
progress in spoken language. It not only helps to show schools
how the programme of study statements can be broken down in
relation to the typical stages of language development, but
also how they can use this to identify a pupil's progression. This
will of course help schools to spot pupils who might be struggling
with their spoken language and signposts to next steps and
support.
https://www.thecommunicationtrust.org.uk/resources/resources/
resources-for-practitioners/communicating-thecurriculum/content/

 Speech, Language Communication Framework (SLCF);
Free online professional development tool.
https://www.thecommunicationtrust.org.uk/resources/resources/
resources-for-practitioners/the-slcf/
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Resources for Parents on The Communication
Trust

https://www.thecommunicationtrust.org.uk/resources/resources/reso
urces-for-parents/
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How to help a Dysfluent Child.
Solihull Speech and Language Service.
The usual characteristics of dysfluent speech in the young child are repetition of sounds, words
and phrases. Other characteristics may include hesitancy and pauses in speech or making some
sounds longer. Speech is more dysfluent when the child is excited and has a lot to say or is upset
about something.
The problem is often made worse when the child is aware of his speech difficulties and becomes
anxious about talking. If this anxiety persists, the problem may develop into a stammer e.g. loss of
eye contact, extra facial movements and a reluctance to talk.
Ideas on how to help non-fluent speech
It is very important that attention is not drawn to the child's speech difficulties as this
will cause anxiety in the child, resulting in the dysfluency becoming worse. However if he does try
and talk about it, don’t ignore it, try and reassure him that it is okay and that this happens to lots of
children and adults. Encourage him to be open about when he has difficulties with his speech.
Do not correct the child's speech (e.g. 'slow down' or 'start again'). It is important he
is not teased about his speech. If teasing does occur encourage him to be assertive and open
about it to other children e.g. “yes I know it happens sometimes and it’s not a problem”.
1.

The child will probably have some days when his speech is almost fluent and
other days when his speech deteriorates. Therefore encourage the child to speak
these "good days" so that he can experience "fluency".

on

Create opportunities to speak.
On "bad days" remove the pressure to speak and concentrate on activities where
little speech is required e.g. playing outside, craft painting etc.
2.

Some speech situations cause more "speech anxiety" than others. Try to prevent these
situations from arising.
They include:
a.

interrupting the child when speaking

b.

not listening to the child when speaking

c.

competition for the "conversation floor" e.g. with friends, brothers or sisters
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d.
speaking under difficult conditions or emotional stress e.g. when
angry, cross, upset, rushed etc

3.

e.

speaking when tired or distracted

f.

being forced to speak when he does not wish to e.g. asked to recite a nursery rhyme
or asked to tell someone what he has done (e.g. "tell nanny what you did yesterday)

g.

constant questioning about the day's events e.g. "what did you do at nursery?, "why
didn't you eat your dinner?"

Sometimes children show non-fluent speech, when the speech provided by adults
siblings is difficult for the child to follow or copy.

or

In these cases, reduce the length and complexity of the phrases that you say to
the child. Try and keep sentences simple.
4.

Always maintain good general communication skills

•

Make sure you continue to look at your child when they are talking, especially if they are
non-fluent

•

Allow plenty of time for him to finish speaking - sit down and look relaxed so he knows he
has plenty of time

•

Make sure your facial expression is appropriate to what he is saying - it's easy to frown
when he gets stuck on words

•

Turn-take in conversations so that your child learns to speak at the right time and does not
expect everyone to stop and listen to everything he says.

If you have any queries, please contact the Speech & Language Therapy Department on
0121 722 8010
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